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	NAME: Kriosian
	DESCRIPTION: The Kriosians hail from Krios Prime (Krivos system) in the Beta quadrant. They  maintain a structured class system, divided between the nobility & the commoners. Discrimination based on gender is not tolerated. Children identified as empathic metamorphs are taken from their parents by the age of 4 & placed in a royal village where they are prepared by their tutors & servants. These attendants constantly educate the metamorphs in literature, history, art & sex. Some practice polygamy. The males tend to wear robes that reach down to their feet & includes gloves that cover their entire arms & hands. The only exposed section of their bodies is their head & even that is usually covered by a small round hat. The oldest custom that they have in common with their Valtese cousins is that of arranged marriages. This is probably their oldest tradition that has lasted, with very few changes since the very early beginning of their civilization. They all tend to be considered attractive which facilitates friendly social interactions, in general.
	ERA:  TNG era and beyond
	Text Field 13: Never trust a Valtese, treachery is as much a way of life to them as breathing.
	Text Field 7: Insight +1, Presence +1, Reason +1.
	Text Field 8: Physically, Kriosians are almost identical to their ancestors, the Valtese, possessing a smattering of spots along the side of their face. However, they tend to be both taller & slimmer than their Valtese cousins & seem to be more sentimental as a culture as well. Their spot pattern is somewhat similar to that of a Trill host. They have a lifespan of 250 years on average. 
	TALENTS: Kriosian or with GM's permission. 
	TALENT NAME 1: Insightful Personality
	TALENT TEXT 1: Due to your insightful personality, you inspire those you Assist when using your Insight Skill, you may re-roll your Assist d20. If the lead character succeeds, he gains 1 bonus Momentum.
	TALENT NAME 2: Empathy [E4]
	TALENT TEXT 2: As / the Betazoid talent. It is somewhat common among males, but in females it occurs once/7 generations or approx. every 100 years or so [2368]. You receive an extra focus at character creation due to your specialized education.
	TALENT NAME 3: 
	TALENT TEXT 3: 
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